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Game Development with ActionScriptCourse Technology PTR, 2003
Game Development with ActionScript is the concise book of choice for learning how to program your own games in Flash from scratch!. Assuming no previous programming knowledge, the average aspiring programmer will learn how to create and design his own programs in a matter of pages.. Clear and concise text introduces concepts...
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AutoCAD 2004 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If AutoCAD 2004 can do it, you can do it too...
The leading CAD software has the features you need to design and redesign the world. With AutoCAD 2004’s new interface, 80-plus Express Tools for added productivity, text and quality-output enhancements, and new ways to manage drawings, even veteran users need a refresher course. AutoCAD...
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Radar System Performance Modeling, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2004
This book addresses the needs of system analysts for radar models and analysis
tools. It describes the basic principles of radar operation, how radar is configured
and used in military and civilian systems, and how to analyze and model radar at the
system level. The book presents and explains equations, computational methods,...
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Building and Managing Enterprise-Wide PortalsIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Inspired by similar questions, we decided to put together a systematic review of current Web technology and trends to meet two goals:

	Provide information to people who need general, rather than in depth, technical knowledge such as information technology (IT) development mangers, software designers, architects, IT students, and...
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ASP.NET by ExampleQue, 2001
ASP developers need to understand how ASP.NET can help them solve business problems better than any prior product.  ASP.NET by Example is designed to provide a "crash course" on ASP.NET and quickly help the reader start using this new technology. As part of the By Example series, this book approaches ASP.NET in an easy-to-use tutorial...
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Mastering Oracle SQL and SQL*PlusApress, 2004
SQL is the ANSI-standard language for accessing and manipulating relational databases. Anyone (programmers, administrators, or designers) who work with a relational databases need to understand the SQL language. While most books on the market do not properly cover the basics, this book differs: it explains fundamentals in detail, supported by...
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Hematology: Basic Principles and PracticeElsevier Limited, 2004
The fourth edition of this leading text reflects the new direction and growth of the field of hematology as an academic and clinical discipline.  Edited and written by practitioners who are the leaders of the field, the book covers both the basic scientific foundations of hematology and its clinical aspects.  It provides practitioners with the most...
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Advanced Process Identification & Control (Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2001
The book is well written and offers a highly readable account of the advanced identification and control theory.   [It] offers a straightforward and accessible introduction and can be highly recommended as the main textbook for both undergraduate and postgraduate courses on the subject. In addition, the text can also be recommended to practicing...
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SQL Server 2008 Transact-SQL Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Recipes: a Problem-Solution Approach)Apress, 2008
SQL Server 2008 Transact–SQL Recipes: A Problem–Solution Approach is an example–based guide to the Transact–SQL language that is at the core of SQL Server 2008. Learn to create databases, insert and update data, generate reports, secure your data, and more. Author Joseph Sack takes common...
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Chemical Analysis of Firearms, Ammunition, and Gunshot ResidueCRC Press, 2008
There are numerous detailed books on firearms available for enthusiasts, the vast majority of the books concentrating on the physical aspects of firearms. Very little has been published on the chemical aspects of firearms and ammunition and what has been published is sparse and fragmented in the literature. One of the reasons for this is that...
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Single-Sensor Imaging: Methods and Applications for Digital Cameras (Image Processing Series)CRC Press, 2008
Single-sensor camera image processing methods are becoming increasingly important due to the emergence of digital camera based applications and commercial devices. Presenting the state of the art, Single-Sensor Imaging provides comprehensive coverage of system design, implementation, and application aspects of single-sensor imaging...
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Engineering Science, Fifth EditionNewnes, 2006
The most comprehensive engineering science text available - fully in line with the latest pre-degree course requirements

.	Generic topic-based approach - ensures suitability for all vocational and pre-degree level students
.	Coverage of all the mechanical, electrical and electronic principles...
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